Abstract. We consider a general extremal problem from the theory of quasiconformal maps with non-regular (and discontinuous) [13] and the references indicated there). The problems with non-regular functionals have not been studied before.
2. Theorem. Let F: Q@) -[0, *) be a bounded functional on Q(E), and let for every fixed p, e B(8.) the function F(wtt"lllull*) be logarithmicaJly subharrnonicint ontheunit disc A: {t: Itl < 1} andtheratio F(wtrlllrll)lltl be bounded in a neighbourhood of t :0 (by a constant dependent on p). Then, for all pr, (1) and if in ( 1) the (2) ot, what is equivalent, This theorem essentially sharpens Lehto's majoration principle [10] and a general theorem on the ranges of values for holomorphic functionals proved in [8, p. Il. 3. Proof of the theorem. We will use the following version of the Schwarz lemma for logarithmically subharmonic functions (cf. [1a] , [3] ).
Lemma. Let a function u(z): A -+ [0,7) be logarithmically subharmonic in the disc A and such that u(z)llzl is bounded in a neighbourhood of origin. Then l,l-o^ lrl
The equality in ( ) , even for one z * 0, or in (5) The basic ideaof the proof is the same as in [7] , although the reasonings are here simplified. Thus One can see from this that l{(fr,r,,) --+ L for ttt -+ tt .
It remains to put, according io (18) 
:ll*{'-"'/*)l(T-;1"*fi0'1 : å(,.r(*)) (,-*n,'* l,:i")
: +(,.r(*))(r+o(Y))
With A mapped conformally onto fla using a function , : S(e), we construct the map wuo € E' with lo equal to zero in A* and equal to (trp o g)g' lg' in A.
Then the corresponding sequence v*G): (O-o g)s''(C), n'L : !,2,---, belongs to the mentioned set C0 and is a maximizing sequence for llrn6ll, because it follows from (19) that _,gl ll^r,r*ae anl: å: lko11-.
Hence, the equality (12) [6] .
